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Andrzej Alexiewiz was born on February 11, 1917 in Lwów (now Lviv), a ity of greatimportane for Polish siene and ulture. Both his parents were well-known dotorsand they ould provide him with arefree hildhood and very good onditions for fulldevelopment. The Lwów of the twenties and thirties o�ered various opportunities. Atthat time, it was a leading ultural and sienti� entre, with many prominent sientistsand artists, people of broad horizons and interests. Among them, there were people asextraordinary as Leon Chwistek (a philosopher, logiian, mathematiian, art theoretiianand painter). There were many outstanding teahers and people who ould serve as rolemodels. There were also superb eduational institutions. Jan Kazimierz University (thethird oldest university in Poland) and the exellent Lwów Polytehni had internationalreognition.After ompleting his seondary eduation at Lwów Classial Gymnasium VI, Alex-iewiz started his studies at the Faulty of Mathematis and Siene of Jan KazimierzUniversity. In the �rst year, he took physis, but later devoted himself ompletely to �thequeen of the sienes�. He studied mathematis at Jan Kazimierz University at the timewhen it was the world entre of funtional analysis, suessfully developed by some ofthe most prominent Polish mathematiians, universally reognized by the world sienti�elite. Alexiewiz's teahers inluded elebrities like Auerbah, Banah, Kazmarz, Mazur,Orliz, Shauder, Steinhaus and �yli«ski.Amazingly, the dramati time of the seond world war, the Soviet and German ou-pation, neither impeded or inhibited Alexiewiz's sienti� development. When the warstarted, he was a Lwów University student and he was �nishing his master's thesis, underEustahy �yli«ski's supervision, who had also supervised Wªadysªaw Orliz's dotoraldissertation. Orliz was to beome Alexiewiz's master and ollaborator (together theyprepared twelve papers from 1945 to 1969).* Originally published in Polish in Wiadomo±i Matematyzne 32 (1996), 153�163; translatedby Marian Nowak. [11℄ © Instytut Matematyzny PAN, 2008



12 J. MUSIELAK AND W. WNUKIn 1941, Alexiewiz beame an assistant leturer at State Lviv University. After afew months, when the Nazis took over Lwów, he had to abandon his duties. Like manyother sientists, he started working at the famous Rudolf Weigl Institute. Apart from thiso�ial oupation, he was involved in underground teahing and did intensive sienti�researh. His skills, diligene and the kindness of Lwów sientists helped him prepare adotoral dissertation, whih seemed impossible at that time. Completing the thesis wasa great suess of Alexiewiz and his supervisor, Wªadysªaw Orliz. Alexiewiz defendedhis thesis, titled On sequenes of operators, in August 1944, before a ommittee onsistingof Zierkho�er, Orliz and Niklibor.In the ourse of 1944 and 1945, Alexiewiz ame to realize that Lwów would not bea part of after-war Poland. He deided to move to Pozna«, together with his wife andhildren. Wªadysªaw Orliz also arrived in Pozna« to hold a hair at Pozna« University,whih he had reeived in 1937. They faed enormous organizational and teahing workloadin Pozna«. The infrastruture of Pozna« University was almost entirely destroyed and theteahing sta� was sare, whih made the work very di�ult. Considering the shortageof teahers and failities, it was hard to eduate hundreds of students, not only at theFaulty of Mathematis and Siene.In July 1945, Alexiewiz beame a dotor of siene�the Board of the Faulty ofMathematis and Siene awarded him a dotorate on the basis of the dissertation he hadompleted and defended in Lwów. Despite being burdened with teahing responsibilitiesand organizing aademi life, Alexiewiz did not neglet his sienti� work. In 1948, hehabilitated, upon presenting the thesis On the Denjoy integral of abstrat funtions, andhe was onferred the title of �doent�. Moreover, he found time to help Wªadysªaw Orlizorganize and omplete some material left by Stefan Banah, whih eventually ame outas the book Introdution to the theory of funtions of a real variable, published in 1951,as volume 17 of the series Monogra�e Matematyzne.Six years after being habilitated, Alexiewiz beame assoiate professor, and sine1962 he was full professor.Alexiewiz held responsible positions at Pozna« University. From 1951 to 1956, hewas an assoiate dean, and then the dean of the Faulty of Mathematis, Physis andChemistry. He held the o�e of vie-Retor at Adam Mikiewiz University for one term(1956�1959), hosen by members of the aademi ommunity, and not by administrativeappointment. Sine 1961, he headed the Seond Chair of Mathematis in the Faulty ofMathematis, Physis and Chemistry. He put a lot of energy and e�ort into organizingextramural studies and a�liated institutions, and he was in harge of them for manyyears. Finally, in 1969, he beame the Head of the Institute of Mathematis. He held thispost until he retired in 1987.Alexiewiz took every opportunity to broaden the sope of his researh. He workedfor the Institute of Mathematis of the Polish Aademy of Sienes, and after reeiving asholarship from the Rokefeller Foundation, he spent the end of 1959 and the beginningof 1960 in the United States.Alexiewiz's aademi output inludes 56 papers published in various journals, andan extensive book, Funtional Analysis, published in Polish as volume 49 of Monogra�e



ANDRZEJ ALEXIEWICZ (1917–1995). A BIOGRAPHY 13Matematyzne in 1969. The book presents the basis of Banah spae theory, non-loallyonvex and non-metrizable topologial vetor spaes, and numerous examples of howmethods of funtional analysis an be applied. Alexiewiz is also the author of a oursebook, Di�erential Geometry (in Polish), published in 1966 and 1970, whih beame agreat help to students of mathematis.Another suessful sphere of Alexiewiz's ativity was teahing the researh personnel.He supervised 18 dotors (more than half of them attained habilitation, and some beameprofessors); he also supervised a huge number of master's theses on various topis.Many of Alexiewiz's students (espeially from the forties and �fties) have pointedout his enthusiasm and the dynamism of his letures, his tendeny to provoke disussionwith talented and inquisitive students, and his skill at sharing knowledge in a very attra-tive way. Some of his outstanding students have remembered in partiular his exellentmonographi leture on the Lebesgue integral, whih he was delivering for two terms inthe aademi year 1949/50. He was able to o�er a kind and sel�ess help to everybody whowas interested in mathematis; he referred them to relevant literature and faed themwith various problems worth solving or analyzing.Andrzej Alexiewiz ontinuously supported the Polish Mathematial Soiety. He wasthe president of the Pozna« Branh of the Soiety from 1981 to 1983. Furthermore, he wasinvolved in publishing, as the editor of the journal Funtiones et Approximatio, publishedby the Institute of Mathematis of Adam Mikiewiz University.Alexiewiz's personality and harater did not onform to the stereotype of a sientist.He had wide interests, and although mathematis was foremost in his mind and heart,he was always sensitive to life harms and beauty whih he was able to appreiate andsometimes surrender to. He reated strongly to various events taking plae around him.He often ommented publily on some fats and people whose ondut was at odds withhis moral system, and was expliit in his words. He was keen on lassial musi, and hehad a passion for painting. He reated realisti and abstrat paintings for many years,and he was highly regarded by experts, espeially for his use of olouring.Like all people from Lwów, he preserved warm feelings for his home town. As soon asit was possible, he o-founded the Lwów and South-Eastern Borderlands Lovers' Soiety,and he was the president of the soiety for many years.Andrzej Alexiewiz died on July 11, 1995. He was a olourful, extraordinary andunique person. Therefore he and his ahievements will ontinue to be remembered by hisfriends, students, ollaborators and followers.Throughout his areer, Alexiewiz's main sienti� interests foused on broadly under-stood analysis. This was determined by his ontat with Lwów Shool of Mathematis. Itwas also in�uened by his long-lasting ontat and ollaboration with Wªadysªaw Orliz.Alexiewiz's sienti� work onerns the following subjets:� salar and vetor measurable funtions,� sequenes of linear operators,� Denjoy integral,� di�erentiation of vetor funtions,� di�erential equations and equations with vetor funtions,



14 J. MUSIELAK AND W. WNUK� two-norm spaes and two-norm algebras and their appliations in summability the-ory,� analyti funtions,� appliations of funtional analysis to lassial problems of mathematial analysis.This work is presented very brie�y below. The reason for the brevity is the fat that theFaulty of Mathematis and Computer Siene of Adam Mikiewiz University is soongoing to publish a thorough study Serta mathematia Andreae Alexiewiz1, preparedby Alexiewiz's eleven olleagues, students and ollaborators. Eah of them presentsat length Alexiewiz's �ndings and ideas, frequently together with some results whihpreeded Alexiewiz's publiations or appeared at the same time, or whih were inspiredby Alexiewiz's work. The authors of the present artile would like to thank the editors,Leh Drewnowski and Zbigniew Palka, and the authors, Jerzy K¡kol, Mihaª Kisielewiz,Ireneusz Kubiazyk, Miezysªaw Mastyªo, Julian Musielak, Marek Nawroki, PaulinaPyh-Taberska, Zbigniew Semadeni and Andrzej Soªtysiak, for making the texts available;we found them very useful.Salar and vetor measurable funtions. Andrzej Alexiewiz paid muh attentionto the problem of measurability of funtions. His �rst 1945 paper [1℄, joint with Orliz,ontains an elementary proof of M. Fréhet's theorem that every measurable solutionto the Cauhy equation f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y), where x, y ∈ R, is ontinuous. Hisnext paper [2℄ onerns the Hausdor� lass of vetor funtions and refers to the Bairelassi�ation of funtions. Paper [5℄ (joint with Orliz) also onerns the Baire funtions.In partiular, it is shown that every funtion f from a metri spae to a Banah spae
X, with a separable range, whih is weakly ontinuous with respet to some fundamentalset of ontinuous funtionals over X, belongs to the �rst Baire lass (this result an beextended to the Baire lasses of an arbitrary rank). Paper [15℄ onerns the problem ofintegrability (in the Riemann sense) of funtions from an interval to a Banah spae. Inthis paper we an �nd an example of a Riemann integrable funtion f : [0, 1] → C[0, 1]that is not weakly ontinuous at any point of this interval. Alexiewiz also onsideredthe problem of ontinuity of a separable-valued funtion f : [a, b] → X (X is a Banahspae) of bounded variation. In [16℄ it is shown that (for a separable Banah spae) f isweakly ontinuous outside a ountable set. This is a generalization of a 1950 result G.Sirvint. In [28℄ Alexiewiz also extended B. J. Pettis's riterion of Bohner measurabilityof funtions.Sequenes of linear operators. In a series of papers ([3℄, [4℄, [8℄, [10℄, [12℄, [13℄,[20℄, [29℄) Alexiewiz onsidered problems relating to: operators from the spae of boundedmeasurable funtions (salar-valued and vetor-valued) to F -normed spaes; general the-ories of sequenes of operators, where one an get analogues of lassial results on se-quenes of operators (like ontinuity of the limit operator, ondensation of singularitiesand others); the struture of sequenes of operators with values in the spae of measurable

1Published by Wydawnitwo Naukowe Uniwersytetu Pozna«skiego, Pozna«, 1996.



ANDRZEJ ALEXIEWICZ (1917–1995). A BIOGRAPHY 15funtions. This study was motivated and inspired by numerous earlier results obtainedby Haar, Hahn, Lebesgue, and later, by the Lvov Shool and Fihtenholz.Among theorems ontained in the above yle of papers we should mention theoremson integral representation of linear operators from L∞(µ) to F -normed spaes Y thatare norm ontinuous or ontinuous with respet to other onvergenes. Those theoremsestablish a orrespondene between those types of ontinuous operators and the proper-ties of the representing measures. In this way Alexiewiz joined in a researh area, verypopular mainly in the late thirties and the fourties, onerning the integral representa-tion of operators with respet to vetor measures�this integral approah soon beamestandard.Other papers ([3℄, [8℄) ontain a series of results stating that the pointwise limit ofa sequene of linear operators that are ontinuous with respet to some onvergenes in
L∞(µ) and Y is also ontinuous with respet to these onvergenes. We an also �ndthere theorems on ondensation of singularities of operators ontinuous with respet totwo-norm onvergene. Some of those results onerning operators from L∞(µ) to Y weregeneralized (using other methods) to the ase of Bohner spaes L∞(µ, X), where X isa Banah spae.The analysis of lassial theorems on sequenes of operators made by Alexiewizresulted in studies of a general lass of ontinuous operators between omplete metrispaes (where the range spae is at least an F -spae), namely, lasses K suh that for anysequene (Tn) in K onvergene in a residual set implies equiontinuity, or onvergenein a set of the seond Baire ategory implies equiontinuity, or onvergene in some ballimplies onvergene on the whole set.Paper [8℄ onerns the properties of the sets of points of boundedness of sequenesof operators, and some appliations. The notion of a Saks pseudogroup is introdued,embraing the lass of F -spaes and �nite measure spaes. An appliation of general the-orems to the lass of additive operators between Saks pseudogroups and F -spaes allowedAlexiewiz to prove Vitali�Hahn�Saks type theorems for F -spae-valued measures, andtheorems on ondensation of singularities for those measures. It also resulted in interest-ing appliations to unonditionally onvergent series (Orliz�Pettis type theorems) andMazur�Orliz polynomial operators.Paper [10℄ is devoted to analysis of onditions on spaes X and Y equipped withsequential onvergenes guaranteeing, for sequenes of operators T : X → Y (ontinuouswith respet to these onvergenes), the ontinuity of the limit operator, ondensationof singularities, and �resonane� (onvergene on a dense set implies onvergene ev-erywhere). In the proofs the �gliding hump� method was used and this study resultedin distinguishing 10 properties that are essential to this sphere of problems. Alexiewizveri�ed whih of these properties hold in onrete spaes with onvergene (in partiu-lar, F -spaes with F -norm onvergene and two-norm onvergene, vetor latties withorder onvergene, Banah spaes with weak onvergene, spaes of salar-valued andvetor-valued measures).Three papers [13℄, [20℄, [21℄, testifying to real mathematial talent of Alexiewiz, aredevoted to a generalization of Saks's results on sequenes of operators from some spae
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X to L0(µ) (the spae of salar measurable funtions with onvergene in measure).Alexiewiz noted that a sequene of operators Tn : X → L0(µ) an be treated as anoperator T : X → L0(µ, s) given by the equality T (x) = (Tn(x)), where L0(µ, s) denotesthe set of µ-equivalene lasses of Bohner measurable funtions with values in the spae
s of all sequenes. Alexiewiz onsiders ontinuous linear operators T : X → L0(µ, X),where X, Y are F -spaes, and he obtains the following theorem [20, Theorem 1℄:Let T : X → L0(µ, X) be a linear operator. Then for every Borel linear subspae Rof Y there exist a set A belonging to the s-algebra and a residual set Z in X suh that:(a) for every x ∈ X, T (x, t) ∈ R almost everywhere in A,(b) for every x ∈ Z, T (x, t) 6∈ R almost everywhere in A′.Considerations of this type were extended by Alexiewiz to the setting where X isa separable F -spae, and L0(µ, X) is replaed by an arbitrary F -spae of measurablefuntions ([21℄).Denjoy integral. Denjoy integral was the subjet of Alexiewiz's habilitation disserta-tion, entitled On the Denjoy integral for abstrat funtions. He was onferred the degreeof habilitated dotor at Pozna« University in 1948. In two papers onerning this subjethe found the general form of ontinuous linear funtionals over the spaes of real fun-tions (de�ned on an interval) whih are integrable in the sense of Denjoy. Every suhfuntional is of the form f(x) = (D)

∫ b

a
x(t)h(t)dt, where h is a right ontinuous fun-tion of �nite variation suh that h(0) = 0. In [11℄ he dealt with the Denjoy�Bohnerintegral of Banah spae-valued funtions. He established that if a funtion is integrablein the Denjoy�Bohner sense and its Denjoy�Bohner integral is absolutely ontinuous,then the funtion is integrable in the sense of Lebesgue�Bohner. Moreover, the integra-bility in the sense of Denjoy-Bohner on eah measurable subset of the interval meansintegrability in the sense of Lebesgue�Pettis and the identity of these integrals on everymeasurable set. Paper [11℄ ontains an example of a funtion whih is integrable both inthe sense of Denjoy�Bohner and Lebesgue�Pettis but it is not integrable in the sense ofLebesgue�Bohner.Di�erentiability of vetor funtions. In [9℄ Alexiewiz studied onnetions betweendi�erent kinds of di�erentiability of funtions f : E → X, where E denotes an opensubset of the set of real numbers, and X is a Banah spae. In partiular, he showed thefollowing impliation: if f is weakly di�erentiable in E with derivative g : E → X, then fis strongly di�erentiable with derivative g almost everywhere in E. Alexiewiz also gener-alized a result of T. Wa»ewski (onerning the mean value theorem) to the ase of weaklydi�erentiable funtions. Paper [18℄, joint with Orliz, presents haraterizations of setson whih vetor-valued funtions are di�erentiable. Using a Baire ategory argument it isproved that if a funtion f from an open subset of a separable Banah spae to a Banahspae is ontinuous and its quasi-di�erential exists at every point of its domain, then onsome residual subset of the domain there also exists a ontinuous Gateaux di�erential ofthis funtion.



ANDRZEJ ALEXIEWICZ (1917–1995). A BIOGRAPHY 17Di�erential equations and equations with vetor funtions. Alexiewiz's interestsalso embraed partial di�erential equations and equations with vetor funtions. Thissubjet is studied in [24℄, [26℄, [38℄, [39℄. In the �rst of these, one an �nd a proof of theexistene of a solution of the equation y = φ(t, y) with the initial ondition y(τ ) = η,where φ is ontinuous with respet to the seond variable, measurable with respet tothe �rst variable and has an integrable majorant s(t) ≥ |φ(t, u)|.In the seond paper he onsidered the problem of the existene of a solution of adi�erential equation ∂2z
∂x∂y

= f(x, y, z, ∂z
∂x

, ∂z
∂y

) with boundary onditions, and of ontin-uous dependene of a solution on boundary onditions. It was shown that the set ofsolutions is of the �rst Baire ategory. A ontinuation of [26℄ is [38℄, where a more generalsetting with a Banah spae-valued funtion f is onsidered.The last paper in this series is devoted to the equation x = φ(x, z), where φ :

K × Z → W is a ontinuous funtion, Z denotes a metri spae, and W is a om-pat subset of a losed onvex set K in a Banah spae. The main problem onsideredin [39℄ is ontinuous dependene of the solution on a parameter.Two-norm spaes, two-norm algebras and their appliation to the theory ofsummability. For many years Alexiewiz was interested in two-norm spaes, that is,linear spaes X with two norms ‖·‖, ‖·‖∗ (or a norm ‖·‖ and a loally onvex topology τ∗),where the �rst norm is stronger than the seond (the ‖ · ‖-norm topology is strongerthan τ∗). Basi onepts relating to these spaes inlude γ-onvergene (xn
γ
→ x meansthat xn is onvergent to x with respet to ‖ · ‖∗ and (xn) is bounded with respet to ‖ · ‖)and γ-normality (balls in ‖ · ‖ are losed in ‖ · ‖∗-topology).The study of two-norm spaes in [1℄, [23℄, [31℄, [32℄, [34℄, [36℄, [40℄ is well motivated:this lass inludes many important and interesting spaes. Among the important resultsobtained by Alexiewiz we mention theorems on onnetions between the spaes X ′

∗, X ′
γ ,

X ′ of linear funtionals on X that are ‖ · ‖∗, γ, ‖ · ‖-ontinuous respetively. If a two-normspae X is γ-normal, then X ′
γ is equal to the losure of X ′

∗ in X ′. This fat enabled auniform desription of X ′
γ for many onrete spaes X.Alexiewiz also onsidered the problem of extension of γ-ontinuous linear funtionalsfrom γ-losed subspaes (whih is not always possible; Alexiewiz gives su�ient ondi-tions on a two-norm spae, guaranteeing the existene of suh extensions). He also studiedthe struture of two-norm spaes: their γ-ompleteness, γ-re�exivity, γ-separability and

γ-ompatness.The theory of two-norm spaes is stritly onneted with the theory of Saks spaes(developed by Orliz) and has had numerous appliations�in partiular, in two-normalgebras introdued by Alexiewiz in the seventies, that is, algebras X with a two-normstruture suh that multipliation is ontinuous with respet to the γ-onvergene. In [47℄Alexiewiz formulated su�ient onditions for this ontinuity under the assumption ofontinuity with respet to eah variable separately. Papers [47℄, [49℄ and [50℄ are alsodevoted to the study of the representation of ontinuous linear multipliative funtionals.An essential role in the theory of two-norm spaes is played by the so alled Wiwegertopology τγ , whih is loally onvex and topologizes γ-onvergene, that is, for a sequene
(xn) we have xn

γ
→ x if and only if xn → x for τγ . In [51℄ Alexiewiz gave a harater-



18 J. MUSIELAK AND W. WNUKization of ontinuity of multipliation in two-norm algebras with the Wiweger topology,and in [48℄ he obtained su�ient and neessary onditions for ontinuity of the inversein two-norm algebras.Two-norm spaes were the starting point for his researh in the theory of indutivelimits of loally onvex topologial algebras. An important ahievement in this area isa haraterization of multipliativity of the indutive limit topology of a generalizedindutive system (see [51℄, [54℄, [55℄).Important appliations of the theory of two-norm spaes inlude generalized Mazur�Orliz onsisteny theorems for matrix methods of summability. Alexiewiz and Orlizonsidered in [33℄ the onsisteny of linear methods of summability of sequenes in aBanah spae X, replaing numerial matries by matries of ontinuous linear operatorsfrom X to a Banah spae Y . This researh was ontinued in [35℄ and [55℄. In [25℄ Alex-iewiz also obtained onsisteny results for methods of summability of double sequenes.Analyti funtions. Alexiewiz studied both real and omplex analyti funtions ([14℄,[19℄, [22℄, [45℄, [46℄, [52℄). His results relate to: onnetion between analytiity and weakanalytiity of funtions with values in a Banah spae X (with respet to a fundamen-tal system of ontinuous linear funtionals over X); sets of uniqueness for funtions
f : T → X; an analogue of Vitali's theorem for holomorphi vetor-valued funtions; ageneral onstrution of the so alled simultaneous automorphisms; integral representa-tions of γ-ontinuous funtionals on two-norm spaes onneted with the Hardy spaes
H1 and H∞.Appliations of funtional analysis to lassial problems of mathematial anal-ysis. The methods of funtional analysis an be used to obtain simple and elegant solu-tions and generalizations of problems of mathematial analysis. This is evidened in [6℄and [27℄, where it was shown how suessfully the theory of Banah spaes ats in the �eldof number series. Paper [27℄ shows how elementary means of the theory of Banah spaesonneted with a very good idea and a proper interpretation of onepts an essentiallyenrih the lassial theory.The sienti� output of Andrzej Alexiewiz indiates his immense reativity and intel-letual power. It reveals his ability to understand the ore of a problem, grasp the inter-relations and dependenies between di�erent notions, and solve natural, well-motivatedproblems in a lear and elegant way. It is a great pity that his ahievements will not beenrihed any more.

List of publiations of Andrzej Alexiewiz[1℄ (with W. Orliz) Remarque sur l'équation fontionnelle f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y), Fund.Math. 33 (1954), 314�315.[2℄ On Hausdor� lasses, Fund. Math. 34 (1946), 61�65.[3℄ Linear operations among bounded measurable funtions I , Ann. So. Polon. Math. 19 (1947),140�160.



ANDRZEJ ALEXIEWICZ (1917–1995). A BIOGRAPHY 19[4℄ Linear operations among bounded measurable funtions II , Ann. So. Polon. Math. 19(1947), 161�164.[5℄ (with W. Orliz) Sur la ontinuité et la lassi�ation de Baire des fontions abstraites,Fund. Math. 35 (1948), 105�126.[6℄ On multipliation of in�nite series, Studia Math. 10 (1948), 104�112.[7℄ Linear funtionals on Denjoy-integrable funtions, Colloq. Math. 1 (1948), 289�293.[8℄ On sequenes of operations (I), Studia Math. 11 (1949), 1�30.[9℄ On di�erentiation of vetor-valued funtions, Studia Math. 11 (1949), 185�196.[10℄ On sequenes of operations (II), Studia Math. 11 (1949), 200�236.[11℄ On Denjoy integrals of abstrat funtions, So. Si. Lett. Varsovie C.R. Cl. III Si. Phys. 41(1948), 97�129. (1950)[12℄ On sequenes of operations (III), Studia Math. 12 (1951), 84�92.[13℄ On sequenes of operations (IV), Studia Math. 12 (1951), 93�101.[14℄ (with W. Orliz) On analyti vetor-valued funtions of real variable, Studia Math. 12(1951), 108�111.[15℄ (with W. Orliz) Remarks on Riemann-integration of vetor-valued funtions, StudiaMath. 12 (1951), 125�132.[16℄ Continuity of vetor-valued funtions of bounded variation, Studia Math. 12 (1951), 133�142.[17℄ On a theorem of Wa»ewski , Ann. So. Polon. Math. 24 (1951), 129�131.[18℄ (with W. Orliz) On the di�erentials in Banah spaes, Ann. So. Polon. Math. 25 (1952),95�99.[19℄ On the loalization of values of vetor-valued funtions, Ann. So. Polon. Math. 25 (1952),288�297.[20℄ On some theorems of S. Saks, Studia Math. 13 (1953), 18�29.[21℄ A theorem on the struture of linear operations, Studia Math. 14 (1953), 1�12.[22℄ (with W. Orliz) Analyti operations in real Banah spaes, Studia Math. 14 (1953), 57�78.[23℄ On the two-norm onvergene, Studia Math. 14 (1953), 49�56.[24℄ (with W. Orliz) On a theorem of C. Carathéodory , Ann. Polon. Math. 1 (1955), 414�417.[25℄ (with W. Orliz) On summability of double sequenes (I), Ann. Polon. Math. 2 (1955),170�181.[26℄ (with W. Orliz) Some remarks on the existene and uniqueness of solutions of the hyper-boli equation ∂2z
∂x∂y

= f(x, y, z, ∂z
∂x

, ∂z
∂y
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